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HOTEL OF THE WEEK: KATIKIES SANTORINI, GREECE
As the global hospitality industry gets back on its feet, we'll be shining a light on hotels opening and reopening their doors around the Middle East and beyond, and the changes
they've made to give guests peace of mind when returning.
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Hotel of the week: Katikies Santorini, Greece

R

eopening date: May 14
Location

An intimate grand dame set within the impossibly romantic town of Oia, Katikies Santorini reflects the island’s mythical splendour. Centrally located amongst the picturesque whitewashed walls of
Santorini’s elite luxury hotels, Katikies is built into Santorini’s breathtaking Caldera, offering postcard-perfect sunsets and majestic Caldera views.
Rooms

A stunning collection of elegant rooms and suites that exude the classic Aegean aesthetic, luxury guest rooms range from double rooms, complete with fine cotton threads and panoramic Caldera views to a
fine collection of sumptuous suites, each delicately whitewashed and intimately inviting, offering majestic Caldera views from spacious open-air decks. Top tier room categories also come with enviable
jetted tubs for two.
Food & Drink

A boutique collection of three restaurants invite guests to discover the quintessential flavours and aromas of Santorini. A gastronomic fine dining flight through modern Greek Anatolian cusine is presented at
signature restaurant Mikrasia, located on a lofty perch that gazes out towards the sea. More casual dining is offered at The Katikies Pool Bar & Restaurant for day and night, while Seltz Champagne Bar &
Restaurant completes the culinary trio, showcasing a lavish à la carte menu of authentic Greek and Asian seafood specialties against the backdrop of captivating views of Santorini’s sorbet-hued sunsets.
Leisure & Activities
Three carefully arranged infinity pools and a sunbathing deck with open air jetted tub are perfectly positioned to allow guests to embrace the serenity of the island, and while away days simply switching off
to embrace its beauty.
A three-minute car journey takes guests to sister property Katikies Kirini, where guests can take advantage of unique holistic spa journeys at pampering oasis, A.SPA. All of the cabins have a treatmentoriented design and a conception based on the couples’ integration. Among the Mediterranean inspired baths and massages, there are couples’ sessions, feet washing rituals, rejuvenating facial and body
treatments.
The resort’s in-the-know concierge can also arrange bespoke private tours, whether sailing the breezy seas around Santorini on a private yacht, discovering hidden island enclaves or tasting your way through
the region’s finest grape bottles.
New Covid-19 related measures
Katikies has revised its health and hygiene protocols to adhere to guidelines issued both by Greek Government and local authorities, and by the Leading Hotels of the World (LHW) and Leading Quality
Assurance (LQA) standards. All Katikies hotels have been certified with GBAC STAR™ Facility Accreditation. The GBAC STAR™ certification program is based on quality management system principles
and relies on comprehensive training upholding the highest standards of cleanliness for colleagues and guests.
Doubles from AED 3,336; 0030 228 607 1401, katikies.com
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